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Is the Ideal of Cooperative Effective?
-The Case of Sugar Cooperatives in Maharashtra State, Western India
Dr SUGINO, Minoru
Cooperative Ideal and Cooperative Studies
It is the eternal question for social sciences whether it is possible to transform society with
some thoughts or ideal. More than ten years have passed since the collapse of socialism
came to be mentioned in public, but that does not seem to mean the insignificance of the
trial to transform society with ideal. However, it is also an important problem, and at the
same time, how the people having inspired it would respond when the ideal were betrayed
by the reality. For example, the ex-executives of the Democratic Cambodia, the socialist
country with the most miserable records, are said to have denied the facts simply or shifted
the responsibility to others regarding the important points, while saying that they had
sacrificed themselves to the cause of revolution, when they gave evidences after the
collapse of the regime [1]. On the other hand, infamous dictators in Africa or Latin America,
who are said to have enriched themselves and seem irrelevant to the sign of socialism, are
said to have often talked about, the significance of revolution' when interviewed [2]. Such
examples seem to show that the role of ideal is a question so difficult but worth studying.
Cooperative Movement is one of such Movements as are trying to transform society with
ideal. Cooperative Movement, which aims at the locality-wise or workshop-wise
transformation, has rarely appeared on the main stage of history, compared with socialism
aiming at the reconstruction of the whole nation through revolution; and cooperatives have
often been regarded as merely one type of enterprises and none of any social Movements.
However, it is true as well that Cooperative Movement has always raised some ideal or
social values.
Looking at the 'Cooperative Principles' adopted for several times by the International
Cooperative Alliance [ICA], the international organization of cooperative societies [3],
although there may be various problems in respective cooperative societies, it is clear that
the Cooperative Movement as a whole has tried to diffuse certain values guarding economy
and society. This does not mean that cooperative societies have existed as social
organizations of homogeneous type around the world from the beginning. Presently
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cooperatives of nearly one hundred countries have joined the Alliance [4]. There also seem
to be many cooperatives not joining it. There are cooperatives in all the countries or regions
in the world. Therefore, various cooperatives in the world are supposed to have various
characters, and it is supposed to be becoming more important to investigate respective
cooperatives in greater detail.
Then, what is the present state of the academic researches on cooperatives? As there are
many case studies about cooperative societies in various parts of the world, the diversity of
cooperative societies may have already been elucidated in that sense. On the other hand,
seeing the theoretical studies, we can still find many such ones as are enthusiastic in
preaching the ideals and seem unchanged since the nineteenth century days when the
Movement started. In sum, it cannot be said without reservation that the theoretical and
empirical studies have had enough influence on each other [5]. Not so few studies have
exposed that ideal or values like' the ICA Principles' are not observed in real cooperative
societies. There have been so few studies to question what the parties concerning
cooperatives themselves are thinking about such ideal and values or the gap between them
and the reality [6]. Cooperative studies themselves seem to have their own tradition, but their
interchange with the studies of other types about non-profit organizations and altruistic
behaviors or with other deciplines such as economics, political science, sociology,
psychology, socio-biology or philosophy seems to be insufficient, as would be mentioned
below.
Sugar Cooperatives
-The Present State and Research Review
It is well known that many of the cooperative societies in the Third World are the ones
introduced by the colonial governments as a part of the social policies [7], unlike the ones in
advanced Western countries [8]. India is not the exception and, for example, rural
cooperative credit societies, cooperatives of the largest category in the country, are typical
government-made ones assisted financially by the higher cooperative financial agencies,
which for themselves are also financed by the government. However, this does not mean
that all of the cooperatives in the Third World are government-made ones assisted and
controlled financially or otherwise by the central or local governments. In some countries,
farmers or fishermen as the small producers of commodities are spontaneously organizing
cooperatives, and such kind of cooperatives sometimes has considerable influence on the
politics, economy or society of the nations [9]. In India, sugar cooperatives in the state of
Maharashtra, as well as dairy cooperatives in Gujarat State [10] or others are giving strong
influence upon the local socio-economy as the small producers' societies with strong
peculiarity.
Sugar cooperatives, also called cooperative sugar factories, are modern-style sugar
factories commonly owned and managed by sugarcane-growing farmers as co- operative
societies. Though not so widely known internationally, India is a major sugar-producing
country with the annual turnout of about 20 million tons, and about 6 million tons out of that
is produced in Maharashtra, where most of the sugar is manufactured by about 200
cooperatives [11]. These sugar cooperatives were firstly founded in the latter half of 1940s,
shortly after the independence of the state of India. Sugarcane-growing farmers, who
contributed to the cooperatives purchasing shares and became the members, are distributed
the profit of sugar manufacturing through the purchase of cane with the price higher than
would be paid in case they sell it to private companies. Unlike many other types of
cooperatives in India, the bureaucrats' holding the important posts is not seen in these
cooperatives.
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In the general body meetings, which are regarded as the supreme decision bodies, the
directors are elected, and in the boards of directors constituted by the directors, the
chairmen, who are regarded as the highest executive, are elected: and the senior engineers,
accountants or other specialists also have strong power as the managing directors or other
senior officials. Some sugar cooperatives are also engaging in other industries than sugar
manufacturing or social welfare activities, which too seems to be strengthening their
influence upon the localities even further [12].
While sugar cooperatives in Maharashtra are highly valued as a rare success case of Indian
Cooperative Movement, the criticism against them is not scarce on the other hand. For
example, there is criticism against the cultivation of the water-consuming crop like sugarcane
in the originally rain-scarce area like Maharashtra. The treatment of the wage laborers
working for the cooperatives, particularly the migratory seasonal laborers engaging in the
harvest and transportation of sugarcane, is also often criticized as too cold. And, factious
conflicts and wrong-doings within the cooperatives are often reported, behind which inner
conflicts among the sugarcane-growing farmers, like the members and non-members or the
'rulers' and 'oppositions' within the members, is indicated. As both bad and good sides are
mentioned regarding sugar cooperatives as such, their evaluation is extremely divided from'
cooperatives contributing to regional development' to' the hotbed of grafters'.
Although sugar cooperatives in Maharashtra are the unique existence well known in the
state and their own localities as mentioned above, there are not so many studies about
them. While viewpoints critical of sugar cooperatives are comparatively often observed in the
local journalism, favorable viewpoints have been seen more frequently in the academic
researches. It may be worth mentioning that the favorable articles sometimes appeared in
academic journals from 1960s to 80s [13]. Works of Attwood and Baviskar, which are known
as the comprehensive studies on sugar cooperatives, are the ones to evaluate their
democratic decision making, efficient management, contribution towards regional
development, etc., highly as a whole [14].
Critical studies, mainly the ones focusing on particular topics, also were sometimes seen in
from 1960s to 90s [15]; and recently, Banerjee, et al.'s study, which concludes that the rich
farmers controlling the cooperatives are exploiting the poorer ones [16], is remarkable.
However, there still have been few comprehensive studies with critical stance, and such
materials as the decisions of the Maharashtra State Cooperative Tribunal [17] and local
news items have little been referred. Particularly, the studies to question the opinions of the
parties concerned regarding' the ideal and reality' do not seem to exist regarding the sugar
cooperatives.
In this article, I would like to make it clear what the parties concerning sugar cooperative in
Maharashtra are thinking about the relationship between the ideal raised by the Cooperative
Movement and the reality, and theorizing the background of their words considering its
relationship with the existence base of the cooperatives. Sugar cooperatives in the state are
praised because of the members' control or other good things, while they are blamed
because of their behaviors contrary to the ideal of cooperation on the other hand. So,
expecting that the parties concerned have often been questioned or for them- selves
considered the relationship between the ideal and reality, I made interviews with them for
several times when I was staying in the state for research.
As the interviews had not made so systematically, in order to complement the fault, I tried to
consult theoretical works on not only cooperative societies but also non-profit organizations
or altruistic behaviors in a wider sense and connect the interviewees' words with problems of
as wide range as possible. As mentioned earl ire, such researches are scarce as dealt the
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subject what the parties concerning cooperative societies think about the relationship
between the ideal and reality; however, I was able to get many suggestions indirectly relating
with the subject, having surveyed the works of economics, sociology, psychology, etc. In the
last part of this article, based upon both the evidences acquired in the interviews and the
suggestions from theoretical works, I would like to view the measures required for sugar
cooperatives and the direction of researches in the future. And also, I hope that this study
would be able to give new clues to some classical philosophical problems regarding the
human nature.
The Foundation and Development
of Sugar Cooperatives and Early Leaders
Like in many other Third World countries, Indian cooperative societies are said to be
government-made ones introduced as a part of the social policies; however, if such a current
is regarded as the main stream, sugar cooperatives in Maharashtra can be called, so to
speak, the stepchildren appearing in a branch. Though it can be proved that sugarcanegrowing farmers in the western part of Maharashtra had started establishing cooperative
societies or other organizations already in the beginning of the twentieth century [l8], the
direct origin of the sugar cooperatives is Pravara Sugar Cooperative established by Vithalrao
Vikhe Patil, a peasant leader, in Ahmednagar District in 1948. Vikhe Patil had been zealous
in social works since he was young. Although supported a lot by D, R. Gadgil and Vaikunth
L. Mehta, both of whom were eminent as theoretical and practical cooperative leaders in the
state, Vikhe Patil seems to have acquired the conception fundamentally for himself that
farmers for themselves would manufacture and sell sugar opposing the beating down of
sugarcane by private sugar factories.
As Gadgil and Mehta's 'cooperative commonwealth' theory presuppose the existence of
numerous independent small producers, it seems that rather the theoreticians had been
drawn into the conception of Vikhe Patil's having appeared 'like a thunderbolt', Vikhe Patil is
known for his keeping spotless; as misappropriation by him was rumored in 1964, he
resigned as the chairman of the cooperative without explaining though he was innocent in
reality [l9].
After the success of Pravara, such people appeared in various parts of the state as tried to
establish sugar cooperatives following the first case. Tatyasaheb Kore, who founded Warana
Sugar Cooperative in Kolhapur District in 1954, resembles Vikhe Patil on the point that he
himself was a peasant activist zealous in social works. Kore positively adopted the measure
that the deduction from the sugarcane price paid to the members would be applied to the
industries or welfare, which had first been invented by Vikhe Patil; due to which Warana is
presently known as a cooperative where such activities are particularly successful as well as
in Pravara. While Kore left in his autobiography such words as "Those who regard poor
people as their own brothers are real human beings." or "No poor people should remain in
Warana," he 'reigned' over the locality having enormous self-confidence on the other hand.
And in the end, he had to resign as the chairman of the sugar cooperative as he was blamed
of his long-dated holding of the office by the state government l20].
Vasantdada Shetkari Sugar Cooperative founded in Sangli City, Sangli District in 1958 is
known as the cooperative with the largest sugar manufacturing plant in the state but its
affiliated works are not so magnificent as Pravara and Warana. Vasantdada PatiI, the
founder of the cooperative, who was also from the peasant family, had been a well-known
politician since he was very young. The characteristic of the activities of this person is
appearing in the points that he, as a politician, developed irrigation facilities in the region
where sugarcane had not originally been grown, presupposing the establishment of sugar
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cooperative. He rather endeavored after establishing large-scale cooperative societies and
great-sphere cooperative federations, unlike Vikhe Patil and Kore, who worked to establish
cooperatives or schools in their own localities.
Vasantdada had taken an important position in the state politics, becoming the chief minister
for example, and produced achievements such as the institution of the Fact-Finding
Committee on Regional Imbalance in the state and the introduction of the Employment
Guarantee Scheme. In 1988, on the other hand, when he had already actually retired from
politics, he requested the Prime Minister of India to intervene in the matter in order to let the
state government suspend the investigation of the malpractice in sugar cooperatives [21].
In the state, many other sugar cooperatives were established in succession by mid-1950s;
and it is said that their founders also can be classified into two types, viz., the ones aspiring
to social works and to politics [22].
The Current Problems and the Viewpoints of the Executives
While sugar cooperatives in Maharashtra had developed as mentioned above, soon various
problems came to be indicated. Then, what are the parties concerning the cooperatives
themselves thinking about such problems or the relationship between the ideal and reality?
In this section, after explaining shortly about a few problems respectively, in order to make
the argument easier to understand, I would like to view what opinions regarding the
problems a few executives [or ex-executives] of sugar cooperatives whom I interviewed
have. And after that to verify their statements, mention the present state of the cooperatives,
in which they are concerned, as I know at the last parts. And also. I tried to have the
interviewees tell about their own relationship with or feeling toward cooperatives.
The interviewees are four persons i.e., Mr. CM, the managing director of Agasti Sugar
Cooperative. Ahmednagar District; Mr. RL the former irrigation manager of Vasantdada
Shetkari Sugar Cooperative; Mr. BN, the former deputy chief executive of Vasantdada
Shetkari Sugar Cooperative and Mr. NN, the executive director of Rajarambapu Patil Sugar
Cooperative. Sangli District [and also the former managing director of Warana Sugar
Cooperative [23].
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The Irrigation Problem

Western Maharashtra with sugarcane cultivation concentrated is the area also known as the
most drought-prone in the state. Although the large-scale irrigation facilities like canals had
been constructed for the purpose of increasing the production of food-grains, the sugarcanegrowing farmers had come to consume considerable part of the irrigation water by the
beginning of the twentieth century. Still at present, while sugarcane cultivation is left as it is
with no strict regulations in the areas where irrigation facilities are well developed, irrigation
development in the backward areas has not progressed so much.
The scarcity of irrigation or drinking water is becoming the problem also within the sugarcane
cultivating areas; that is, canegrowing farmers are pumping up directly from canals or rivers
or digging wells along them. In order to acquire a lot of the surface water of the canals or
rivers or the underground water enriched by them which is sometimes depriving other
farmers than cane-growers or even a part of cane growers of water [24].
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On this problem Mr. CM told that sugarcane cultivation should be permitted wherever the
irrigation water could be obtained because the cultivation would give benefits to all the
parties concerned, i.e., the farmers gaining benefits. Of course, the wage laborers increasing
the employment opportunity and the government gaining increased tax income.
According to his interpretation, the new technology to save water such as sprinklers or drip
irrigation is too expensive to adopt in practice. Mr. RL stated, while telling that it is the natural
tendency for anybody to try to acquire as much water as possible, that the criticism was not
always proved to be right that sugarcane growers were monopolizing irrigation water. The
ground that he mentioned was that rather the harm of water-logging was arising because of
the excessive use of water at present, but at the same time he told that the water supply to
sugarcane was restricted because of the scarcity of water. Mr. BN told that it was natural
that those close to the sources got the water. He stated that the work to give benefit to those
far from water sources required only the government could actually do much expense and
that. He also stated that there were technical difficulties with the introduction of drip irrigation
and sprinklers. Unlike the other three, Mr. NN admitted that, as sugarcane actually
consumed much water, the criticism hit the truth that the cultivators were monopolizing the
water.
According to him, while some sugar cooperatives have adopted water saving techniques,
these are still on the experimental stage in his own cooperative [25].
In fact, Mr. RL has given interesting evidences regarding the irrigation in Shetkari Sugar
Cooperative in the same interview. According to that, in the operational area of the
cooperative, while the area under sugarcane is limited up to the 15 per cent of the area
irrigated with lift pumps due to the restriction by the District Council, the restriction is not
observed in reality in order that the cane-growers keep their interest. The restriction to limit
the water supply to sugarcane to once a fortnight also is not actually observed. Such
restrictions presuppose that the lift pumps work 16 hours a day, but the water supply
exceeding that is actually done unlimitedly, he testified.
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The Labor Problem

Though there are wage laborers in the factories of sugar cooperatives, rather the
relationship with the migratory seasonal laborers engaging in the harvest and transportation
of sugarcane frequently becomes the problem in reality. As much labor force is required at a
time in the harvest season lasting for a few month, the migratory laborers taken by labor
contractors supply the labor force then. Many of them are farmers in the 'dry area', where
there are not enough irrigation facilities, so they live on migratory labor in the dry season
when they can hardly do any agricultural works. They are put in the state similar to debt
slaves because their debt to labor contractors remain permanently, as the interest rate on
the advance paid to them by the contractors is very high and their necessities during the
migratory working period are mostly bought from the contractors on credit. The laborers
have at times driven their Movement to break the situation, but such a Movement does not
seem always active [26].
The executives' opinions about the problem of migratory laborers are all simple ones with
similar contents. Mr. CM told that their working conditions were good and they were never
exploited. Mr. RL too said that the laborers were not exploited. He told that the wage paid to
the laborers would be their net income at the end of the working period, 'and that they met
their living expenses with selling the cane-tops as fodder. According to Mr. BN, though they
are in a disadvantaged position as temporary workers, the migratory laborers were presently
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well organized and no longer exploited. Mr. NN also stated that the union of the migratory
laborers was strong and they were not exploited.
In from 1970s to 80s, when the migratory laborers' disputes became frequent, the courts
successively gave decisions that the migratory laborers were the employees of the sugar
cooperatives and would be protected legally as the' industrial workers'. In order to avoid the
contradiction with such decisions, some sugar cooperatives established dummy
organizations which would be the nominal employers of the laborers; and Mr. CM was one of
the 'pioneer' who led the establishment of such organizations [27]. During the interview it
was stated that the main source of income of the contractors was the commission paid by
the sugar cooperatives and the sales of the consumption goods and had never mentioned
the interest. It may be noted that there is an article stating that their main source of income is
the interest [28]. It is a fact that the custom of selling cane-tops mentioned by Mr. RL is seen
[29], but it is not certain whether that can be the ample proof to deny the argument of the
laborers' 'debt slavery', as it seemed that he wanted to express.
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Conflicts among Sugarcane-Growing Farmers

There are some problems among the cane-growing farmers too. First it may be worth
mentioning that there are a few hundred thousand sugarcane-growers with no membership
of any particular cooperatives while sugar cooperatives in the state have about 450
thousand members. Sugarcane grown by such non-member growers is purchased by their
neighboring sugar cooperatives when the crop is bad and the material would be insufficient
only with the supply from the members. However, when the crop is good, as the sugarcane
of the members is preferentially purchased, the non-members' cane is not likely to be bought
by the cooperatives. In many cases, such cane-growing farmers are not permitted to join
sugar cooperatives although they want to do so and are able to contribute to the shares.
And, there is confrontation of the factions even among the member sugarcane-growers;
even if one cane-grower is the member of a sugar cooperative, his sugarcane may be left
unharvested for a long time in case he does not belong to the 'ruling' faction holding the
majority at the present board of directors.
When the affiliated organizations are founded with the deduction from the cane pr- ice as
fund, the opposition Movements by the 'opposition factions are likely to occur partly because
these organizations tend to be operated in favor of the 'rulers'. Even in the mechanisms
expected to regulate the conflicts of interest such as general body meetings or director
elections, plutocracy and the intervention of hooligans are frequently observed [30].
On this problem, Mr. C M gave expressed a unique opinion that sugar cooperatives exploit
non-member cane-growers when sugarcane is abundant and the non-members exploit the
cooperatives when sugarcane is scarce. Though Mr. RL had seldom mentioned about this
matter it may have to be noted that he told that political strifes of the leaders should not be
blamed if the cooperatives would bring about economic development. According to Mr BNM
anybody to want it are always given the membership in his own sugar cooperatives, and if
there are somebody without the membership they are either those who are not able to
contribute to the shares or do not want to be bound by particular cooperatives.
In other words, he does not admit that there is any discrimination regarding the membership
in his sugar cooperative. It, however, seems that he has a different opinion regarding the
factious conflicts, because he stated that while the conflict seemed to be rather a natural
thing, it depended upon the character of the leaders whether it would occur in reality. Mr NN
too denied the existence of discrimination regarding the membership mentioning the same
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reasons as Mr BN's. ’Moreover Mr NN emphasised that there was no discrimination between
the members and non-members and, much less, among the members, even if there were
factious conflicts. And also he stated that the affiliated organisations like schools or hospitals
had been established to promote the welfare of people in the rural areas and it was the
'slander without basis' to state that those had be4n founded for the private interest of some
leaders.
The case was seen in as early as 1961 that a sugar cooperative was accused to the State
Cooperative Tribunal by a farmer as it had refused his application for the membership and
had not received the contribution to the share; and in fact, the cooperative concerned was
Warana Sugar Cooperatives [31]. In 1963, Shetkari Sugar cooperative too was accused to
the tribunal as it had treated the non-member unfavorably when a non-member sugarcane
grower had participated in an irrigation development project by the cooperative.
According to Selected Decisions, though the non-member had contributed to the project, he
had not been made any compensation by the cooperative after the project had been altered
and only the members had been decided to participate in it [32]. Regarding Shetkari, another
case has been reported that the deduction from the cane price, which had been to be
applied to the styrene-monomer plant whose construction had been opposed by many
members, was decided to be repaid because of the pressure from the members [33]. It is
regarded as illegal for the cooperatives to deduct some from the cane price paid to the nonmembers and apply that to the affiliated organizations, but actually not a few cooperatives do
that; and the opposition Movements against such violation are seen in all of Warana,
Shetkari and Rajarambapu [34].
Relationship and Feeling with Cooperatives
Mr. CM, who is a specialist having held the posts of managing director in not only Agasti but
also other two sugar cooperatives, has stood for a director election and been defeated.
Though he was once away from sugar cooperatives after the defeat, begged by eminent
politicians, he took the office as the managing director of Agasti, the first sugar cooperative
established in the dwelling places of the tribes [35], as he stated. Mr. CM, who seemed to be
unwilling to conceal his political ambition despite the experience of setback, told that it was
rather natural for the cooperative leaders to take part in political activities to protect the
interest of the cooperatives.
However, as he stated then that the tribes were 'lazy' and unsuitable for the work to harvest
sugarcane, it is not certain to what extent he was zealous in the 'political purpose' of the
promotion of industry in tribal areas. Mr. CM seem to be thinking that the principle of 'one
man, one vote' is the most important for cooperatives. He also stated that although the
Cooperative Movement had lost the spirit of service seen in the days of Gadgil and Mehta,
the cooperatives were still better than private enterprises even if they were exploiting
farmers.
Mr. RL, as he stated, decided to work for cooperative societies in his boyhood, as he had
been deeply impressed reading the book about cooperation, and had worked for Shetkari for
more than 30 years since was 18 years old. Therefore being eloquent about its value, he
stated that cooperation was important for the elimination of the exploitation by capitalists and
the realization of justice and equality. According to him, the spirit of cooperation is expressed
best in the slogan, "One for all, all for one." He also stated, regarding the recent tendency
that disgraceful affairs were frequently reported that lately there were many of those who
abused cooperatives criticizing unintentional faults.
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Mr. BN entered the world of cooperatives influenced by his own father, one of those having
played an active part in the establishment of Shetkari, as he stated. He seemed to have
considerable interest in the development and reduction of poverty, as he stated that though
the landless laborers should be distributed the land, as that was really difficult, his
cooperative was giving the employment opportunities instead. He also said that cooperatives
were something like 'crutches' to make it possible for people to utilize resources commonly
for the purpose of economic development.
Mr. NN, the person who had taken the office of managing director of Warana, told that
though he had been strongly influenced by Tatyasaheb Kore rather naturally, he had had
many occasions to contact Vasantdada Patil directly as well and Vasantdada's influence
upon him had been similarly great. He affirmed that there was no problem at all at his
Rajarambapu Sugar Cooperative.
Regarding other sugar cooperatives, he mentioned the problems that some cane-growing
farmers were not given the membership. Some malpractice had occurred on the occasions
of director elections and that some particular persons were holding their offices for a long
time. However, Mr. NN himself was a person holding his office for long, and other problems
too do not seem to be unrelated with his cooperatives. Summarizing the significance of the
Cooperative Movement, he stated that cooperatives to make capital-intensive economic
activities possible were indispensable if people in rural areas with limited means of
production wanted development, and also that social and cultural development too would
become possible only with the help of the Cooperative Movement.
04

Theoretical Consideration and Prospect

As seen in the previous section, the words regarding the current problems of the [ex]
executives of sugar cooperatives are claptrap in a word. Although they had often denied the
argued points rather simply, very frequently the refutations could be made easily, comparing
their statements and the facts. Their remarks on the treatment of the migratory laborers, in
which all of them, including Mr. CS, who had led the act to avoid the application of the labor
law, asserted that there was no exploitation, seem typical on this point. Similarly, Mr. BN and
Mr. NN's statements that the discrimination between the members and non- members or the
factious conflicts among members were not serious seem to be differing not so little from the
truth, compared from the reports regarding Warana, Shetkari, etc.
Considering the statement of Mr. RL that the criticism against the sugarcane-growers'
monopolizing the irrigation water is not appropriate, the argument seems to be too rough as
he himself admitted that the illegal and excessive acquisition of water was actually done in
Shetkari. And, even though there might be the regional differences, he had mentioned both
the excess and scarcity at the same time. Other interviewees' remarks on the reason why
the introduction of the water-saving techniques has not advanced also seem to be
something like explanations not reflecting the reality, because they mentioned so different
causes such as the technical or financial difficulties. Though defiant statements like Mr. CM's
on the farmers' conflicts or such opinions as Mr. NN's on irrigation honestly admitting the
existence of problems were also sometimes seen, this fact itself too may be illustrating that
their words are claptrap.
For what reasons did such utterances appear? The first reason seeming worth mentioning is
the fact that the relationship with those without direct contacts tend to become estranged. It
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is pointed out, in the studies of experimental economics such as 'public goods game', etc.
that while people often behave altruistically when they have relationship wherein the faces of
the others can be seen, they tend to behave rather selfishly when they have 'market-like'
'exchanging' relationship wherein the others' faces cannot be seen [36]. Moreover, it is also
pointed out that people are always apt to prescribe themselves by being aware of their own
belonging to some particular groups and, due to the other side of such senses, they
sometimes discriminate others belonging to other groups, which seems never unrelated with
non-profit organizations [37].
Particularly in the case of cooperative societies, though being non-profit by definition, their
aim is originally to protect the interest of the members with peculiar attributes and, while
raising 'cooperation among cooperatives' or other ideas concerning public spirit [38], they do
not avoid exclusiveness on their principle. Therefore, it may not be surprising if the parties
concerning sugar cooperatives, the society of sugarcane-growing farmers, show selfish
attitudes toward migratory harvesting laborers and farmers other than cane-growers or even
non-member growers. A text of cooperative theory states that the more the transaction of a
cooperative with the non-members enlarges, the more market-like would its transaction with
the members also become and the more would its cooperative character be lost [39]. This
argument may explain the tendency properly that there seem to be more factious conflicts in
sugar cooperatives with more non-members [40].
Another point to be mentioned is the problem that seems to have arisen since the
organizations themselves had become established and enlarged. In either private
enterprises and non-profit organizations, while in their early stage, as trial and error is
necessary, the relationship wherein the members or workers more or less can see the faces
of others is built up, as the division of work is established and the jobs are made typical, the
relationship among the people would become 'businesslike' and the culture originally
possessed by the organizations would be skeltonized. For example regarding the technology
development in the firms, it is argued that once one technique is completed, the experiences
of failure remembered until then would be forgotten and the path to 'decline', that might lead
to unexpected catastrophe, would be followed [41]; and the similar path might be followed in
the process in which cooperatives forget their original social missions.
Though this is an example of a non-cooperative non-profit organization, it is reported that, in
a civil organization in the United States, as the organization itself became larger, fund raising
or other jobs became more complicated, and at the same time, conflicts among the staff
members also increased. However, in the case of this organization, it too may be worth
noting that with the enlargement of its activity, the objectives regarding the social values
such as 'to insure the inter-racial diversity' rather came to be remembered more clearly [42].
In an article studying conflicts in both private enterprises and non-profit organizations, it is
argued that while conflicts are regarded as calamities to ruin the efficiency of management in
private enterprises, in non-profit organizations, conflicts are evaluated rather positively as
the process to express different interests and sum up these for the decision-making as a
whole [43].
However, in the case of sugar cooperatives, seeing the reality of the conflicts and the words
and acts of the parties concerned regarding those, it see- ms hard to think that the conflicts
are regarded positively as the one process of the decision making, and they seem to have
the constitution rather close to private enterprises in this regard, which may be connected
with the character of sugar industry itself as mentioned below.
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In sugar manufacturing industry, there are many situations wherein huge amount of the
element of production must be mobilized at a time. For example in the harvest period of
sugarcane, many migratory laborers to engage in harvest and transport works are needed.
And while the fixed amount of sugarcane is necessary to maintain the proper scale of sugar
factories, as the crop is affected by the weather, sometimes the sugarcane may become
insufficient only with the supply from the members.
Some studies argue that the circumstance that the fixed amount of sugarcane is needed is
tying the members irrespective of the difference of their scale of landholding [44]; but I rather
think that the non-members or the members belonging to the 'opposition' factions are utilized
as the 'buffer' to cope with the scarcity of cane. As sugarcane requires much water, its
acquisition too becomes the supreme order. Banerjee, et al. assert that the rich farmers
controlling the management are exploiting the poorer ones through maintaining the low cane
price and disposing the surplus for their own interest; but I do not have such clear proofs as
to affirm like that. However, as the management of the cooperatives make the steady
headway, the continuation of the organization, rather than the pursuit of interest, may be
given the priority and the 'logic of capital' within the cooperatives may start working. In the
consciousness of the executives of sugar cooperatives, because the mobilization of the
elements of production like water, sugarcane or labor force is given the priority, the
existence of human beings behind such elements may have been forgotten.
And in many empirical studies, it has been mentioned that if cooperative societies, originally
the organizations of the weak, succeed in their operation and become the 'strongs'. They
may come to oppress the other 'weaks', But on the other hand in many theoretical studies, it
is only mentioned that such a problem exists or the refutation is done that there are no
alternatives but cooperation [45], and the argument is not necessarily deepened based upon
the reality within cooperatives, As it is presently likely that cooperatives are more frequently
required to act like private enterprises in coping with the economic 'liberalization', the words
and acts of the executives of sugar cooperatives mentioned earlier may provide the clue to
elucidate the realities of cooperative societies, However, contacting the executives of sugar
cooperatives, it was impressive as well, besides that their behaviors regarding the current
problems were claptrap, that they nevertheless seem to have the feeling of taking part in the
Movement to head for social transformation in some meaning, namely the Cooperative
Movement,
All of the four, that is, Mr. CS who said, "Though they had lost the spirit of service,
cooperatives are still better than private enterprises," Mr, RL who said, "Cooperatives have
been blamed for unintentional failures,", Mr, BN who said, "The likelihood of factious conflicts
depends upon the personalities of the leaders," and Mr, NN who said, "Cooperatives enable
the capital-intensive rural development," and "It is a slander without basis to regard the
affiliated organizations as managed for the private interest,", seem to be devoting themselves to the Cooperative Movement in their respective ways, It also may be worth noting
that all of them are, on the standpoint of the profession, not the farmer members but the
specialists, They belong to, so to speak, the first generation to be influenced directly or
indirectly by the leaders in the early period,
The early leaders, objectively backed by the rise of sugarcane-growing farmers as small
commodity producers, had acted on respectively particular standpoints, that is, the wish for
'cooperative commonwealth' in the case of the theoreticians like Gadgil and Mehta, and the
wish for social works in the case of the peasant leaders like Vikhe Patil and Kore. Though
the change of the cooperatives' character seems to have prepared by the appearance of the
leaders wishing for politics like Vasantdada, he himself still seems to have had the devotion
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to the Cooperative Movement as a kind of social Movement, as seen in the establishment of
cooperative federations or large-scale cooperatives.
Then, what should we think of the fact that the executives influenced by the early leaders
and others repeat the claptrap words and acts regarding the current problems, while
seeming to be devoting themselves to the Cooperative Movement? In the studies of
prejudice or discrimination and conservatism, 'the rhetorical use of values' is mentioned. In
other words, it is reported that such behaviors are seen to justify the people's own attitudes
as 'to deny the negative sides', 'to exaggerate to positive sides', 'to say that this is good but
that is bad' or to talk distorting the facts openly [46]. For example, in the world of NGOs,
some of them are said to be arguing that as the NGOs do 'something good', 'small problems'
as the working conditions are not worth arguing [47]; like this, in the case of the executives
of sugar cooperatives also, it can be doubted that they are 'using values rhetorically'. If their
devotion to cooperatives is passionate enough in their own consciousness, comparing their
acts and words with the realities of the cooperatives, such a doubt cannot but become
stronger.
In the studies of non-profit organizations, it is pointed out that as many people think that nonprofit organizations provide specialized service with reasonable price, the organizations are
required to set their own realities with such image [48]; this indication seems suggestive
considering the fact that Mr. RL deplored the decline of the image of the cooperatives. In the
case of sugar cooperatives, it is probable that its image in Maharashtra State has been
rather bad because of its behaviors and the more the parties concerning them, who have
favorable impression on cooperatives themselves, try to 'use values rhetorically', the more
the gap between them and the 'world' would be widened. It may be likely as well that in
order to cover the gap with the 'world', they would try to propagate the advantage of the
cooperatives even further [49].
If even the [ex-]executives influenced, sometimes directly, by the early leaders have
behaved like this, the influence of the ideal raised by the Cooperative Movement does not
seem strong enough, at least in the case of sugar cooperatives; and as increasingly more
younger people, who do not know the days of the early leaders in person, will become the
new executives, it is expected that the influence of the ideals will be lessened even further
and the behaviors of sugar cooperatives will become even more selfish. Some of the
cooperative literatures emphasize the importance of cooperative education in the
circumstance that the ideal is weakening like that [50].
In the game theory or experimental economics, there are some studies maintaining that
selfish behaviors in the whole group wiII be restrained if there are some minorities attaching
importance to fairness in the group [51], or that the 'ideologies' regarding fairness or others
would affect the behavior of each individual [52]; so, there seems to exist a little possibility
that the cooperative education to make the executives or ordinary members look back the
deeds and spirits of the early leaders would change the circumstances.
As the 'stakeholder theory' or other cooperative theories maintain, the- re is some possibility
also that the circumstances will be improved if all those having the interest with the
cooperatives including others than the members give some utterances regarding the
management of the cooperatives [53]. In the case of sugar cooperatives, the animation of
the respective Movements of the migratory cane-cutting laborers, 'dry area' farmers, nonmember sugarcane-growers, etc. would have some meaning. But, if the character of sugar
manufacturing as an industry itself does not change, the reform of sugar cooperatives is
likely to be done rather in the affiliated organizations than the sugar manufacturing itself. And
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as it is indicated that the scale of groups should not be too large, though nor too small either,
for the altruistic behaviors to be done effectively, in this case, it may be likely that the
'complexes' built by the early leaders would be dissolved in the long run [54].
Such thinkable measures as the cooperative education, the Movements by the 'stakeholders'
and the reconstruction or dissolution of the affiliated organizations may be regarded as the
means to regain the 'relationship wherein the faces can be seen' or even the direct personal
contacts [55]. As something like 'hatred among the close relatives' is seen in the world of
cooperatives also [56], it can never be said that direct contacts among the individuals always
better the situation: however, as it is clear that the current 'human-alienating' situation stems
from the notion of the parties concerned to treat others merely as the means of economic
activities, it still seems possible to state that the recovery of personal contacts would be the
start of the necessary reforms.
We may have to remember that Kant had required 4S to treat others not as the means but
as the purpose and Confucius had told that moral reforms should be executed from the close
to the further. And Marx's notion of 'Capital', that he regarded as the ringleader of
'exploitation' and 'human alienation', may in reality be reflecting the behavior of humans to
treat others heartlessly when they regard others not as their mates but as mere means of
economic activities: and that is likely to survive even in other forms of organizations than
private enterprises including cooperative societies, non-profit organizations or socialist
states.
And also, if we take the relationship between the human nature and the conditions of
organizations into consideration like this, we may be able to avoid such a useless dispute as
whether the human nature itself is good or bad. It may be deeply related with the
enlargement of the organizations themselves built within the Movements that not only
Cooperative Movement but also any other Movements aiming to reform society through ideal
frequently fail. As there are not so many studies considering the thoughts of the parties
concerning cooperatives empirically, it seems necessary to compare the cases of various
cooperatives including so-called government-made ones.
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
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India is a major sugar-producing country with the annual turnout of about 20 million tons, and
about 6 million tons is manufactured by about 200 cooperatives in Maharashtra alone. They
were founded as early as during the 1940s. After independence in 1947 more and more
sugarcane-growing farmers joined them by purchasing shares. The government had,
however, instituted purchase price controls and restricted the distribution of the end product.
Since sugar has been a key consumer commodity and the crop being a cash crop, the sugar
mills in cooperative sector thrived thereby generated a plenty of additional income. It was the
vision of leaders that they made use of such surplus funds to install a variety and number of
social institutions for the benefit of member-farmers.
While sugar cooperatives in Maharashtra are highly valued as a rare success case of Indian
Cooperative Movement, the criticism against them is not scarce. Some of the irritating
factors have been: cultivation of the water-consuming crop like sugarcane in the originally
rain-scarce areas; treatment of the wage laborers working for the cooperatives, particularly
the migratory seasonal laborers engaging in the harvest and transportation of sugarcane.
There have also been conflicts relating to sugarcane-growing farmers, members and nonmembers or the 'rulers' and 'oppositions' within the members.
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